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Abstract

Multichannel retailing is the set of activities involved in selling merchandise or services to consumers through more than one channel.
Multichannel retailers dominate today's retail landscape. While there are many benefits of operating multiple channels, these retailers also face
many challenges. In this article, we discuss the key issues concerning multichannel retailing, including the motivations and constraints of going
multichannel, the challenges of crafting multichannel retailing strategies and opportunities for creating synergies across channels, key retail mix
decisions facing multichannel retailers, and the dynamics of multichannel retailing. We synthesize current knowledge drawn from the academic
literature and industry practice, and discuss potential directions for future research.
© 2010 Direct Marketing Educational Foundation, Inc. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Multichannel retailing is the set of activities involved in selling
merchandise or services to consumers through more than one
channel (Levy and Weitz 2009). This definition distinguishes
multichannel retailing from multimedia marketing that typically
involves the use ofmultiple channels to simply communicate with
customers.While prior work examinesmultichannelmarketing in
general (e.g., Neslin et al. 2006; Neslin and Shankar 2009), the
focus of this article is multichannel retailing. Multichannel
retailers are firms that engage in multichannel retailing and whose
primary source of revenue is retailing activities. We focus on
merchandise rather than service retailing, because the product
management and delivery issues are significantly simpler for
service retailing (such as travel, entertainment, and information)

where transactions can be completed electronically and thus
inspection, storage, and transportation of physical products is not
necessary to complete a sale.

Several unique aspects of the retailing business make
multichannel operations more complex and challenging. In
general, retailers have to manage a large number of stock-keeping
units (SKUs) in their assortment of products (usually not
manufactured by the firm), make decisions and frequent
modifications onmany retail mix elements for each SKU, interact
with numerous and often diverse groups of end users, deal with a
large number of vendors, and be responsible for the logistic
process of selling and delivering products to their end users. In
addition to the operational complexities, the potential benefits
afforded to customers are also significantly greater, as we will
discuss, than simply using multiple channels to communicate
with customers (Metters and Walton 2007; Agatz, Fleischmann,
and van Nunen 2008). These factors call for a comprehensive
review of issues concerning multichannel retailing and research
development on these topics, which we provide in this article.

Multichannel retailing is not a new phenomenon, and a
retailer can start from any one channel and move to other
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channels later. For example, Sears became a multichannel
retailer in 1925 when it opened its first store to complement its
catalog channel which was launched in 1886 (Sears 2009).
Eddie Bauer and Spiegel's also started as catalog retailers and
expanded to store operations later. Television shopping retailers
HSN and QVC now have Internet channels. Nonetheless, while
many retailers followed Sears' lead selling merchandise through
both store and non-store (catalog, direct marketing) channels,
these channels mainly operated as separate businesses and were
not integrated. To a large extent, the emergence of integrated
multichannel retailing was driven by the rapid expansion of the
Internet as a new selling channel. In the mid-1990's, the Internet
was viewed as a disruptive transformational technology
(Christensen, Anthony, and Roth 1994) with respect to the
retail industry. Futurists envisioned consumers abandoning
stores and buying most products and services over the Internet.
They predicted that store-based retailers would be replaced by
Internet-savvy entrepreneurs who could harness this new
technology to provide superior offerings to consumers (Zwass
1996).

Fifteen years later, the Internet appears to be more of a
facilitating technology in many domains, enabling tradi-
tional store-based retailers to complement their store offering
with online channels, to improve their operational efficiency,
and to enhance the benefits provided to customers. These
traditional retailers have evolved into multichannel operators,
and they now dominate the Internet retailing space. More
than 80% of a broad cross-section of U.S. retailers indicated
that they sell merchandise through multiple channels. In a
recent benchmark study, all of the large retailers and 94% of
the “winners” (defined as the retailers with the best financial
performance) were multichannel operators (Kilcourse and
Rowen 2008).

Retail organizations are facing many new challenges and
opportunities in the multichannel retailing environment. There
are also many questions to be answered by marketing
researchers and industry practitioners. What motivates retailers
to go multichannel and what constraints are holding them back?
What are the major challenges in crafting multichannel retailing
strategies and opportunities to create synergy across channels?
What do multichannel retailers need to take into consideration
for their retail mix decisions? And how will multichannel
retailing evolve over time? In this article, we provide a broad
discussion on these issues.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In each
subsequent section, we synthesize current knowledge based on
the academic literature as well as industry practices, and discuss
potential directions for future research. We conclude by
summarizing the key topics for future research and by providing
our predictions on some of the issues.

Motivations and constraints for going multichannel

In this section we review the main motivations for retailers to
operate multiple channels and the common constraints that have
prevented some from doing so.

Motivations for retailers to operate multiple channels

Ultimately, the search for improved financial performance
motivates traditional single-channel retailers—store-based,
catalog, TV home shopping, or Internet-based retailers—to
evolve into multichannel operators. While the decision to sell
through additional channels prompts concerns about cannibal-
ization and negative spillover (Deleersnyder et al. 2002; Falk
et al. 2007), research indicates that operating multiple channels
can have a positive effect on financial performance (Geyskens,
Gielens, and Dekimpe 2002). Some sources of the improved
financial performance for multichannel retailers are: (1) low-
cost access to new markets, (2) increased customer satisfaction
and loyalty, and (3) creation of a strategic advantage.

Access to new markets
The market for store-based retailers is typically limited to the

local trading areas of their stores. Thus, adding non-store
channels (e.g. Internet, catalogs, mobile phones) enables
retailers with limited locations to exploit economies of scope
by expanding their markets without building additional stores.

In addition, researchers have segmented the retail market by
channel choice, either store only, Internet only, or multichannel,
and found that there is a growing segment of multichannel
shoppers—consumers for whom a multichannel offering is
particularly appealing (i.e. Kushwaha and Shankar 2007a).1

There is substantial empirical evidence that multichannel
consumers are an attractive market. On average, they spend
more and have a higher lifetime value than single-channel
consumers (Neslin and Shankar 2009). These consumers utilize
multiple channels because the channels are differentially
effective at satisfying their shopping needs (Konus, Verhoef,
and Neslin 2008). With the rapid growth of Internet shopping,
most consumers will become multichannel shoppers eventually,
which means that segmentation based on channel choice may
not be very useful in the future. More research is needed to
identify the best segmentation scheme for multichannel
retailers. We believe that segmentation schemes based on the
effects on the consumer decision process of channel-specific
activities and the benefits sought on specific occasions might
provide more insights.

Customer satisfaction and loyalty
By using a combination of channels, retailers can better

satisfy their customers' needs by exploiting the benefits and
overcoming the deficiencies of each channel. For example, the
store channel provides certain unique benefits, including: the
potential to use all five senses when evaluating products,
personal service, the option of cash payment, entertainment and
social experiences, and immediate acquisition. However, to
realize these benefits, consumers need to spend time and energy

1 In most research (e.g. Rangaswamy and van Bruggen 2005; Neslin et al.
2006; Neslin and Shankar 2009), multichannel shoppers are defined as
consumers who use multiple channels in the shopping process rather than
consumers who buy products and services through multiple channels.
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